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With a solid track record spanning over 25 years and over 
12,000 customers worldwide, GAGEtrak is the #1 calibration 
management software solution in the world.      

GAGEtrak allows you to better manage your workload, minimize 
overtime costs, maintain production schedules, assure standards 
compliance and increase profitability.

Use GAGEtrak to:
• Manage gages

• Maintain production schedules

• Track gage locations and usage history

• Monitor scheduled and unscheduled calibrations

• Generate work orders

• Employ gage R&R (MSA 4th Edition) - The integrated gage
R&R module supports short form, long form, linearity,
stability, ANOVA and attribute studies

• Assure standards compliance including 21 CFR Part 11

• Produce calibration certificates

• Produce bar-coded calibration labels

• Create thorough, customized reports to analyze and stay
ahead of trends, forecast workloads, improve efficiency and
minimize costs

It’s Not Just Software, It’s a Solution.
As your business grows and changes, so will your calibration 
management needs. That’s why GAGEtrak is designed to grow with 
your organization, from a single user on one computer to several 
users on a local area network or in the Cloud. GAGEtrak Cloud and 
GAGEtrak SQL Server can accommodate the largest of databases 
and the addition of many more users.



Why Choose GAGEtrak?

• Ease of use

• Affordability

• Comprehensive monitoring

• Automatic or manual setting
of calibration due dates

• Issue/Return

• Standards traceability

• Gage R&R (MSA 4th Edition):
GRR ANOVA, GRR Nested ANOVA,
GRR Long AIAG, GRR Short AIAG,
Linearity, Bias and Uncertainty, Stability,
Attribute Risk Analysis, Attribute Analytic Method

• Standards compliance assurance: ISO 9000,
ISO 13485, ISO/TS 16949, AS 9100,
ISO/IEC 17025, ISO 22000 and 21 CFR Part 11

• Security: form-level security, individual field-level security,
group-level security and passwords,
user ID and password management

• Filter by any field to run reports

• Track critical instruments

• Clone gage, kit and procedure records

• Attach documents to gage, calibration and
procedure records

• Enforce calibration procedures

• Mobilize your calibration department

• Automatic email event notification

• Quick and advanced filtering

• Gage kitting

• Advanced calibration history

• Advanced uncertainty calculations

• Advanced service requests

• Customizable field names, menus, labels and reports

• Microsoft SQL Server Compatibility

• Cloud solution

Professional Services
Whether GAGEtrak is your first calibration management software 
solution or you’re upgrading to GAGEtrak from another application, 
our comprehensive suite of professional services will minimize your 
downtime and make the transition seamless.

Our team of in-house Client Solutions Managers will advise you on 
the ideal setup and use of our products for your company’s unique 
infrastructure and get GAGEtrak up and running quickly so you can 
focus on what you do best.

Invest in Stability
When you invest time and money in a software solution,  
it’s important to choose a provider with a solid, long-standing 
reputation. CyberMetrics has been in business since 1988,  
so rest assured that our team of professionals will be available to you, 
providing on-going support, education and consultation services, 
making sure you get the most out of your investment.

Free Software Trial
Contact us today for your free 30-day trial or personalized web 
demonstration of GAGEtrak and you’ll see why GAGEtrak is the #1 
calibration management software solution in the world.  

• Consultation

• Data Import

• On-site Implementation

• On-site Validation

• On-site Training

• Regional Training

• Web Training

by CyberMetrics

1.800.777.7020
www.cybermetrics.com   +001 (480) 922-7300

Take a video tour through GAGEtrak to see how 
easy it is to manage your workload, minimize 
overtime costs, maintain production schedules 
and assure standards compliance.   CLICK HERE

http://www.cybermetrics.com/html/products/gagetrak/gagetrak-videos.htm


It gets even better.
This line of additional products is yet another reason 

GAGEtrak is the #1 calibration management software solution in the world.  
Streamline your workflow, improve productivity and reduce costs - contact us today to place your order.

Report Viewer is an easy-to-use desktop utility that connects to your GAGEtrak database(s), allowing you to 

generate thorough reports to analyze and stay ahead of trends, forecast workloads, improve efficiency and minimize 

costs. Report Viewer offers the convenience and simplicity of accessing only the information you need, allowing you 

to have more control over your quality management program. Ask about Report Viewer Pro for custom reporting.    

GAGEtrak’s Portable Calibration Solution includes the Portable Calibration Module software, 

a portable label printer and a Dell Netbook computer. View calibration procedures and gage and calibration data, 

generate calibration-related reports, calibration certificates and failure notifications and even print durable labels 

in the field. If you outsource calibrations, your provider uses the module to update your calibration data, and 

when the gages come back, you can easily sync the data with your GAGEtrak database.

 

CyberSensor is an automated ambient temperature and humidity sensor that communicates with 

GAGEtrak via a USB connection. When a calibration is passed, the Temperature and Humidity fields within 

the GAGEtrak calibration record are automatically populated with CyberSensor data, making your calibration 

documentation even more complete. Improve efficiency and the reliability of your calibrations with CyberSensor’s 

accurate temperature and relative humidity monitoring. 

GAGEtrak’s Total Calibration Solution (TCS) includes everything else you need for ISO 9000 

and ISO/TS 16949 calibration compliance at a special package price. TCS includes GAGEtrak Software, a Calibration 

Label Kit, CalPro Calibration Procedures and an Annual Maintenance and Support Agreement (MA). Double your 

efficiency with TCS+ which includes all of the contents of TCS plus an additional GAGEtrak license and MA. 

BEACON is an easy-to-use, flexible system that saves time and improves efficiency by ensuring that your 

technicians receive accurate calibration due email notices on time. After loading and configuring, no manual 

intervention is required. BEACON periodically polls your GAGEtrak database for calibrations that are due and 

efficiently sends out email notices to the calibration technicians. BEACON can be configured to send notices to 

specific technicians or departments that are responsible for certain gages. 

 Pdf downloaded from http://www.thepdfportal.com/cybermetricsproductbrochure_27523.pdf



1-800-777-7020         +001 (480) 922-7300         www.cybermetrics.com     

The Calibration Label Kit lets you create bar-coded labels for all of your equipment directly out of

GAGEtrak. This compact Brother® printer comes complete with cables, label design software and everything 

else you’ll need to get started. The harsh-environment labels are resistant to moisture, temperature extremes, 

industrial chemicals, UV and abrasion and are available in a variety of sizes and colors. 

The SQL Server version of GAGEtrak provides stability and efficiency for large, multi-user databases and

preserves data integrity by ensuring sensitive information is accessible only by authorized personnel. It works just 

like GAGEtrak single-user and network versions, but uses Microsoft SQL Server as a database engine. GAGEtrak 

SQL Server takes advantage of a two-tier architecture that allows efficient data access from the SQL server, while 

GAGEtrak program functions reside on the local PC desktop client system. 

GAGEtrak’s Issue & Return Module assures you’ll never lose track of your gages again by

providing quick and easy access to GAGEtrak’s Issue Gages, Return Gages and Kit Entry screens as well as the 

Reset Gage Issue Status utility. This module is a perfect solution for a gage or tool crib operator who does not 

need a full copy of GAGEtrak. Using Issue & Return allows you to track each instance of a gage being loaned out 

or sent out for calibration or repair and its return to the crib, which allows you to locate any gage at any time and 

to identify which gages are used most often and by whom. Most importantly, GAGEtrak’s Issue & Return Module  

enables you to provide a traceable gage usage history for every gage.  

CalPro, an indispensable asset for any calibration department, is a database of step-by-step calibration

procedures for more than sixty commonly used inspection gages, instruments and reference standards. Any or 

all CalPro procedures can be imported into GAGEtrak using the import utility provided or printed as hard copy 

from the DOC files included on the CalPro CD.  

GAGEtrak Cloud is accessed for a small monthly subscription fee, so it’s the perfect solution for new

facility start-ups, those with limited IT budgets and even larger companies with multiple locations. GAGEtrak 

Cloud allows gage and calibration data to be shared between facilities and with a mobile workforce, outside 

calibration labs and customers. Deploy quickly and effortlessly, improve scalability and reduce or eliminate 

costs associated with traditional software licensing, support, upgrades, maintenance and IT hardware.

The GAGEtrak Validation Kit helps you establish and document FDA validation of your GAGEtrak

software. It includes a validation guide which serves as the basis by which the software is validated and a  

validation database to assist you with testing the software’s functionality, preparing your SOPs for GAGEtrak, 

training the users of the software and documenting the formal validation report.



Why Your Facility Needs CMMS Software
• Improve productivity and prevent mistakes

• Control operations and maintenance costs

• Maximize asset uptime

• Become proactive

• Avoid legal obligations and liability

• Mobilize your maintenance department

• Simultaneously manage multiple facilities

FaciliWorks 8i Web-based CMMS
Over 12,000 facilities worldwide choose our software solutions 
to maximize productivity and asset uptime, optimize inventory, 
minimize costs and assure standards compliance. FaciliWorks 8i 
Web-based CMMS software helps you track, analyze and report 
on everything from assets and PM schedules to work orders, 
procedures, staff and purchasing at a single location or across 
multiple facilities. FaciliWorks is not module-
based; it includes everything you need to:

• View your operations and
asset status in real time
with dashboard analytics

• Maintain detailed records on all assets,
tasks, procedures, suppliers, personnel,
inventory, purchasing, budgets,
tools, scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance and much more

• Easily submit, queue and
manage work orders and
service requests

• Ensure accountability of personnel

• Analyze equipment breakdown information

• Optimize spare parts inventory

• Customize the comprehensive set of reports

• Define tasks, triggers and notification events
with the workflow management system*

• Group assets by department, location, etc.*

• Manage your measurement and test equipment with
calibration scheduling and analysis (8i Calibration)

Scalability
Whether your business has a single location or multiple facilities 
worldwide, whether used by management, engineers or 
technicians, FaciliWorks 8i can be scaled to fit your needs and your 
budget and is designed to grow with your organization. The various 
FaciliWorks editions offer different levels of asset management; it 
can be as basic or as comprehensive as you need it to be.

Customizability
The customizable dashboard interface displays a summary of 
the items that need your attention for the day, allows you to easily 
navigate to any feature of the software and lets you create your 
own shortcuts to get quick access to the features you use most 
often. Even the language setting is customizable to each user; 
FaciliWorks can now be viewed in English, Spanish or French. 
Program messages and field, form, tab and menu names can also 
be customized with the terminology your company prefers. 

*Available only with FaciliWorks 8i Enterprise.

http://www.cybermetrics.com/html/products/FSW8i/FaciliWorks-8i-Videos.htm


Interface and Data Entry
• The FaciliWorks 8i user interface is easy

to learn and use; interface elements can
be customized

• Consistent layout of data entry screens
allows for easy navigation and quick
data entry

• User-definable screens provide even
more room to enter data

• Attach documents to asset, part
or procedure records

• Use barcode input to save time and reduce costly errors

• Duplicate asset records with all associated tasks,
parts and tools using the Clone function to speed
up data entry and ensure data accuracy

• Track and maintain parts and sub-assemblies
with component hierarchies

Manage Your Assets to Maximize Uptime
Automatic preventative maintenance alerts and a workload 
calendar assure that no asset will be forgotten, which means 
longer equipment life, fewer repairs and reduced expenditure. 
FaciliWorks alerts you when maintenance is required, will continue 
to remind you until the work is done and will preserve records of 
the maintenance having been completed.

• Advanced scheduling allows you to balance the workload
among your resources

• Automatic task scheduling and seasonal maintenance
refine your work schedule

• Track work instructions, repair procedures and
task checklists

• Track authorized persons

• Track labor time including regular and overtime hours

• Use Multitask Work Orders* to perform multiple
tasks on a single asset or to combine multiple assets
in a single work order

• Use Route Preventative Maintenance* to perform checks
on multiple assets, prioritized or set to minimum travel time

• Service requests can be created, edited or approved and
converted into work orders automatically

• Use Asset Grouping* to partition a shared database by
department, location, etc.; limiting user access improves
security while allowing full access to managers

Reports & Analysis
• Report filters offer the convenience and simplicity of

accessing only the information you need, giving you more
control over your maintenance management program

• Utilize the hundreds of integrated reports and graphs or
use the custom report writer to create specialized reports
and save them for easy future access

• Reports can be displayed with your company name,
division name and logo

• Reports can be printed or exported as various file types to
send via email

Workflow
The Workflow* feature allows you to establish trigger events and 
create a series of steps to be automatically performed when the 
trigger event occurs. A trigger event can be a field change, the 
creation of a record or the deletion of a record. For instance, 
upon the approval of a service request, an email can be sent to a 
specific technician based on the asset’s type. 

*Available only with FaciliWorks 8i Enterprise.



FaciliWorks 8i Professional Edition includes the following features:
• Dashboard analytics - monitor current system status

• Customizable user interface - manage data fields and program configuration

• Asset tracking - general asset information, warranties, service contracts, leases, history, events and costs

• Work orders and preventative maintenance

• Service requests - submit work requests and generate status reports

• Email notification - manage service request and work order notification

• Maintenance job calendar - includes work orders, PMs and open service requests

• Predictive maintenance - create predictive data measures

• Task tracking - monitor labor, parts, tools and variables by task

• Maintenance procedures - define procedures and attach images, text files, etc.

• Custom reporting and catalogue of pre-defined reports and graphs

• Personnel tracking - craft, training, work history

• Tool crib management - issue and return traceability

• Standards compliance - ISO, TS, AS, ANSI and FDA compliance (embedded 21 CFR Part 11 integration)

• Data security - global, personal, field/record level

• Data format/load - spreadsheet template data input

• Data transfer utility - load, transfer and import data

• Data access/security - independent application login or active directory

• Pre/post PM email notification

• Inventory/spare parts - inventory optimization, suppliers, warehouses

• Procurement support - purchase orders, reorder, receive

• Mobile device support - 1D barcode access to work orders and inventory

• Multi-language support - English, Spanish and French

Upgrade to FaciliWorks 8i Enterprise Edition to get all of the features listed above, plus:
• Asset grouping - group assets by location, department, etc.

• Multitask work orders - multiple assets on a single work order; multiple tasks for each asset

• Workflow - create custom workflow trigger and event routines

• Route preventative maintenance - perform checks on multiple assets, prioritized or set to minimum travel time

FaciliWorks 8i Calibration
Combine all of the benefits of FaciliWorks 8i with the power of our GAGEtrak® product, the world’s leading calibration 
management software, for an all-in-one solution. Calibration can be integrated with either of the 8i editions above. 

• Gage management - gage records, attributes, parts, history, track as-found condition of gages

• Gage traceability - complete historical cross-reference

• Gage crib manager - issue and return traceability

• Out-of-tolerance alert - calibration trigger

• Calibration request - email notification, multiple gages

• Calibration scheduler - scheduled and unscheduled, due dates

• Produce calibration certificates

• Capture all measurement readings

• Standards compliance - ISO, TS, AS, ANSI and FDA compliance (single-track validation)

• Ability to print durable, auditable calibration labels



Integration is Integral
Software integration is a necessity and your integration  
needs are unique to your company. Because FaciliWorks 8i  
CMMS software is MS SQL/ASP.NET driven, it is highly flexible  
and can be successfully integrated with other business systems 
such as inventory, accounting, purchasing and building  
automation sensors. 

Our expert systems integration team will meet with your staff 
to discuss your needs and goals. Together, we will implement a 
successful integration between FaciliWorks 8i and your existing 
business systems to save you time, reduce costs and make 
FaciliWorks work even better for you.

Cloud Computing - FaciliWorks 8i Hosted
You maintain your facility. 
We’ll maintain your data.
FaciliWorks 8i is also available as a hosted solution, 
easily accessible through your Internet browser, so no 
time is spent installing it on your local server. 

You don’t have to be concerned about operating 
system requirements, hardware, drive space or 
database systems and you don’t have to incur 
the associated cost or spend time on setup and 
maintenance. We take care of everything behind the 
scenes: software installation, software updates and the 
secure storage of your database. Real-time access to 
the most current data ensures time and cost efficiency 
throughout your operation.

• Deploy quickly and effortlessly

• Improve scalability

• Reduce or eliminate costs
associated with traditional software
licensing, support, upgrades,
maintenance and IT hardware

Accessible for a small monthly subscription fee, FaciliWorks 8i 
Hosted CMMS is the perfect solution for new facility start-ups, 
those with limited IT budgets, organizations without in-house 
IT expertise and even larger companies that need to roll out to 
multiple locations. If you have a mobile work force, cloud  
services are the perfect way to allow them to access the system 
from anywhere. 

Your transactions and data are secure.
We use Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL) to facilitate encrypted 
data exchanges. This means your data is completely encrypted 
while transmitting via the Internet. This is the same type of 
technology that on-line credit card processing, banking and 
government agencies use to ensure secure exchange of data via 
the internet.

We also use state-of-the-art 
datacenters which hold the 
prestigious AICPA certification. 
This certification is issued via 
a third-party audit, designed to 
ensure that best practices in 
hosting security and datacenter 
process and control are in place. 

Free Trial
While many providers may be new to the world of cloud computing, 
we’ve been developing web-based applications for over a decade. 
Contact us today for your free trial of FaciliWorks 8i and you’ll see 
why over 12,000 facilities worldwide choose our software solutions 
to manage their assets, improve efficiency and minimize costs. 

FaciliWorks®

1.800.776.3090
www.cybermetrics.com   +001 (480) 295-3465

by CyberMetrics



Why Your Facility Needs CMMS Software
• Improve productivity

• Control operations and maintenance costs

• Maximize asset uptime

• Prevent mistakes

• Become proactive

• Avoid legal obligations and liability

• Reduce insurance premiums

• Assure standards compliance

• Mobilize your maintenance department

FaciliWorks Desktop CMMS 
Over 12,000 facilities worldwide choose our software solutions 

to maximize productivity and asset uptime, optimize inventory, 

minimize costs and assure standards compliance. FaciliWorks 

CMMS software helps you track, analyze and report 

on everything from assets and PM schedules to 

work orders, procedures, staff and purchasing. 

• View your operations and asset status in real
time with dashboard analytics

• Maintain detailed records on all assets, tasks,
procedures, suppliers, personnel, inventory,
purchasing, budgets, tools, scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance and much more

• Easily submit, queue and
manage work orders and
service requests

• Ensure accountability of personnel

• Analyze equipment breakdown information

• Optimize spare parts inventory

• Customize the comprehensive set of reports

Automatic
Automatic email alerts and a workload calendar assure that no 
asset will be forgotten, which means longer equipment life, fewer 
repairs and reduced expenditure. 

Scalable
Whether used by management, engineers or technicians, 
FaciliWorks can be scaled to fit your needs and your budget and is 
designed to grow with your organization, from a single user on one 
PC to several users on a local area network. When the time comes 
to upgrade to FaciliWorks 8i Web-based CMMS because of your 
growing needs, migrating your data is quick and easy. 

Customizable
The customizable dashboard interface displays a summary 

of the items that need your attention for the day, allows you 

to easily navigate to any feature of the software and lets you 

create your own shortcuts to get quick access to the features 

you use most often. Even the language is customizable to each 

user; FaciliWorks can be viewed in English or Spanish.

Desktop



Interface & Data Entry
• The user interface is easy to learn

and use and can be customized
to fit your needs

• User-definable fields provide extra room to
enter data, allowing more flexibility

• The tabbed data entry forms are organized
logically for easy data entry and retrieval

• Self-building drop-down lists ensure
data consistency

• Attach files to asset, part and procedure
records, such as PDFs, Word Documents,
photos, etc.

Free Trial
Find out why over 12,000 facilities worldwide choose  
our software solutions to manage their assets, improve 
efficiency and minimize costs. Contact us today for a free 
trial or a personalized web demonstration and we’ll show 
you how FaciliWorks will work for you.

Self-building drop-down lists ensure data consistency.

Attach photos and other 
documents to your records.

FaciliWorks®

1.800.776.3090

by CyberMetrics

www.cybermetrics.com   +001 (480) 
295-3465 



FaciliWorks®

It gets even better.
This line of additional products is yet another reason 

FaciliWorks CMMS is chosen by thousands of facilities worldwide.  
Streamline your workflow, improve productivity and reduce costs - contact us today to place your order.

The Maintenance Label Kit prints durable laminated maintenance labels with your choice of bar

code styles directly out of FaciliWorks. These adhesive labels are resistant to oil, water, temperature extremes and 

abrasion. Labels can be printed in a variety of sizes from 0.25” to 1.5” and are available in a variety of colors. The 

small-footprint Brother printer comes with cables, design software and everything else you’ll need to get started. 

FaciliWorks PDA Perform maintenance and inventory in the field with your PDA handheld

computer and then transfer the data back to your FaciliWorks 8i database. You can even add a built-in 

laser bar code reader to scan labels printed by our Maintenance Label Kit. It’s a great way to save data 

entry time and cut down on costly errors.

Web Service Requests allows an unlimited number of users in any location to quickly create

and submit service requests to a central maintenance department, eliminating time-consuming phone 

calls and written requests, while providing centralized documentation of every service request and its 

outcome. The FaciliWorks Dashboard displays service request and work order status for easy monitoring. 

The FaciliWorks 8i Validation Kit helps you establish and document FDA validation of

FaciliWorks 8i. It includes a guide which serves as the basis by which the software is validated and 

a sample validation database. Our on-site validation services streamline the process even further, 

guaranteeing documentation accuracy and minimizing downtime. 

TaskPro is a comprehensive database of step-by-step maintenance procedures that covers 250

different topics relating to facility and equipment maintenance. It easily installs directly into your 

FaciliWorks database and is fully customizable. These general procedures will save you time and effort 

setting up your maintenance tasks.  

SafetyPro is a complete database of OSHA-compliant safety checklists that can be used within

FaciliWorks or in your company’s maintenance procedure manual. SafetyPro covers 40 different topics 

including fire protection, first aid, stairs and stairways, hand tools and more. It’s fully customizable and 

easily installs directly into FaciliWorks.

1-800-776-3090        +001 (480) 295-3465         www.cybermetrics.com     



Dealing with rejections wastes time and resources. Since it’s your 
job to protect your company and your customers from poor quality, 
you need to use suppliers that consistently deliver your materials 
on time and in spec.  

Flexible and easy to use, SUPPLIERtrak maintains a complete 
database of all of your suppliers, their performance history and 
all of the parts and materials they supply to your company. You 
can enter receiving records to log all incoming inspection results, 
such as quantity received, quantity inspected, lot number and 
other pertinent information and maintain procedure records for 
easy reference and inspections. You can even print Accepted or 
Rejected tags or issue rejection notices with corrective action.

SUPPLIERtrak allows you to generate performance reports on 
any supplier for any time frame and maintain records on supplier 
ratings and surveys to stay informed of the supplier’s quality status. 
The rating and survey categories are completely user-definable to 
comply with your company’s rating methods.

With SUPPLIERtrak, you can:
• Maintain a complete database of suppliers, parts

and materials, eliminating the cost and errors associated
with manual tracking

• Quantitatively measure supplier quality, allowing
you to identify your best and worst suppliers

• Store supplier rating and survey history

• Maintain costs of rejections, reworks and sorting

• Generate rejection notices

• Print Accepted and Rejected tags for identification
purposes with the SUPPLIERtrak label kit

• Enable the password-protected security feature

• Look up records by any field

• Use the Cloning feature for faster and more
consistent data entry

• Attach images and other files to procedure records

• Customize field labels to your company’s
preferred terminology

• Comply with ISO 9001:2000 requirements

Reports 
A wide range of reports and graphs can be viewed on-screen, 
printed or exported as various file types for emailing or faxing.  
The list of available reports includes but is not limited to:

• Supplier Listings

• Part and Material Listings

• Received Material Listings

• Rejected Material Listings

• Rejection Costs Reports

• Supplier Performance Reports

• Supplier Rating Reports

• Supplier Survey Reports

SUPPLIERtrak®



Alarms
Set automatic alarms within SUPPLIERtrak to alert you  
that it’s time to reevaluate a supplier based on number 
of shipments received or based on calendar date. 

Integration
• SUPPLIERtrak can work as a standalone

system or can be shared on a network.

• SUPPLIERtrak’s open database design
allows for integration via ODBC with SAP,
Oracle and other ERP systems.

SUPPLIERtrak Label Kit
This high-resolution, small-footprint Brother  
printer communicates directly with SUPPLIERtrak to print 
Accepted and Rejected labels. It prints  
up to 69 labels per minute and has a built-in  
heavy duty automatic cutter. This printer combines  
fast, professional output with the ease of use  
and low maintenance requirements  
of direct thermal printing.

Free Trial
Over 12,000 companies worldwide rely on our software solutions 
to assure quality, improve efficiency and minimize costs.

Contact us today for your free trial or personalized web 
demonstration and we’ll show you how SUPPLIERtrak will do the 
same for your company.

by CyberMetrics

1.800.777.7020
www.cybermetrics.com   +001 (480) 922-7300 



Metso Paper is a global 
supplier of sustainable 

technology and services for mining, construction, 
energy, metal recycling and the pulp and paper 
industries. Metso was created in 1999 through 
the merger of Valmet, a paper and board machine 
supplier, and Rauma, a fiber technology, rock 
crushing and flow control solutions company, both 
of which date back to the 1750s with reputations 
of quality within their industries. Today Metso offers 
products and services for many different industries 
focusing on mining and construction, energy, 
automation, recycling and pulp and paper as well  
as products for the dairy, oil and gas industries.

The Aiken Service Center, located in Aiken, SC 
focuses on the company’s pulp and paper industry 
utilizing GAGEtrak Calibration Management Software 
to track its 335 instruments and gages for over 275 
calibrations each year. 

Jeff Vuick, the 
GAGEtrak user at  
the Aiken facility,  
has used the product 
since 2009. Vuick’s 
supervisor had 
used GAGEtrak at a 
previous company; he 

recommended the software and brought it into the 
Aiken facility. The move to GAGEtrak was a big one, 
as the company had previously used spreadsheet 
programs and paper notices to track calibrations.

Vuick says that GAGEtrak was all new to him as he 
undertook the task of transferring everything from 
the old system into GAGEtrak. GAGEtrak provides 
information on when the calibration is due, on 
which gage or instrument, whether the gage is  
in-house or outsourced. And, as Vuick notes,  
“…this system is known to the ISO auditors which  
is a big plus for our company.” One of Vuick’s 
favorite features in GAGEtrak is the Cloning function 
which helped immensely in setting up GAGEtrak. 

Metso doesn’t compromise on their service or on 
their quality management software - that’s exactly 
why they chose GAGEtrak - to help them continue 
to deliver uncompromising quality year after year.

GAGEtrak Measures Up
for Metso

1-800-777-7020     www.cybermetrics.com

http://www.cybermetrics.com


Rockwell Automation 

helps manufacturers 

succeed and grow 

with industrial automation control and information 

solutions that give their customers a competitive 

advantage worldwide. So, when it came to 

managing Rockwell Automation’s assets, a world-

class asset management solution was in order. 

Rockwell scales across many production sites, while 

maintaining centralized asset control, so Rockwell 

chose CyberMetrics’ FaciliWorks 8i which provides 

the world-class asset management they needed, 

the advantage of internet-based scalability and 

the capability to manage maintenance and gage 

calibration as needed, site to site.  

FaciliWorks 8i is the right fit for Rockwell Automation 

because it’s an all-in-one solution that can 

streamline maintenance and calibration processes. 

Mike Haensgen, Project Engineer, says that  

“It’s flexible and easy to use. We looked at other 

products that offered two separate pieces of 

software that supposedly worked together, but 

FaciliWorks gives us the option of incorporating 

calibration, so it’s completely seamless.” 

Nearly 600 staff members use FaciliWorks 8i to 

manage Rockwell’s assets. They can schedule 

preventative maintenance and calibrations on the 

same asset, view their operations and asset status 

in real time with dashboard analytics and use the 

workflow management system to define tasks, 

triggers and notification events. “FaciliWorks keeps 

our facilities running smoothly. It was definitely the 

right choice for us,” Mike says. 

Whether your business has a single location or 

multiple facilities worldwide, whether used by 

management, engineers or technicians, FaciliWorks 

8i can be scaled to fit your needs and your budget 

and is designed to grow with your organization. 

FaciliWorks 8i is available in English, Spanish, 

French and German.

FaciliWorks Works
for Rockwell Automation
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For over 25 years, CyberMetrics Corporation has been developing world-class 
calibration and quality management, maintenance management and supplier QA 
software solutions that are scalable to meet the demands of the largest and smallest 
of companies and are easy to implement, manage and use.  

Over 12,000 facilities worldwide, in virtually every type of industry, use our products 
to manage their assets, calibrations, preventative maintenance and supplier quality  
while maintaining standards compliance. 

Invest in Stability
When you invest time and money in a software solution, it’s important to choose  
a provider with a solid, long-standing reputation. CyberMetrics has been in business 
since 1988, so rest assured that our team of professionals will be available to you, 
providing on-going support, education and consultation services, making sure you  
get the most out of your investment.

CyberMetrics Corporation

Quality Management Division   1-800-777-7020
Asset Management Division   1-800-776-3090

1523 W. Whispering Wind Drive, Suite 100, Phoenix, AZ  85085 
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